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Biodegradation mediated by indigenous microbial communities is the ultimate fate of the majority of oil hydrocarbon that enters the marine environment. The aim of this Research Topic is to
highlight recent advances in our knowledge of the pathways and controls of microbially-catalyzed hydrocarbon degradation in marine ecosystems, with emphasis on the response of microbial
communities to the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. In this Research Topic, we encouraged original research and reviews on the ecology of hydrocarbon-degrading bacteria,
the rates and mechanisms of biodegradation, and the bioremediation of discharged oil under situ as well as near in situ conditions.
This Festschrift volume contains papers presented at a conference, Prakash Fest, held in honor of Prakash Panangaden, in Oxford, UK, in May 2014, to celebrate his 60th birthday. Prakash
Panangaden has worked on a large variety of topics including probabilistic and concurrent computation, logics and duality and quantum information and computation. Despite the enormous
breadth of his research, he has made significant and deep contributions. For example, he introduced logic and a real-valued interpretation of the logic to capture equivalence of probabilistic
processes quantitatively. The 25 papers included in this volume were carefully reviewed. They cover a large variety of topics in theoretical computer science.
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always important to be prepared to respond effectively to the questions that
employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so common, hiring
managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook contains 150 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS 230 links to video
movies. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
The body is at the same time a place where we express duration and/or discontinuity in history, a witness of radical social changes, and a factor of stabilization, but also of the transformation
of human life - and therefore an eminent challenge for every human being. This book will contribute in a decisively interdisciplinary and cross-cultural way to a better understanding of the
place, role, and connection of the body within social, political, and cultural shifts.
Infectious Diseases in the New Millennium
Minding Animals: Part II
Integrity, Deviance, Governance and Policy
Proceedings of the Sixth International Workshop, CNL 2018, Maynooth, Co. Kildare, Ireland, August 27-28, 2018
273 technical questions and answers for job interview Offshore Drilling Rigs
Teachable Moments and the Science of Education
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always important to be prepared to respond effectively to the questions that
employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so common, hiring
managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook contains 291 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS web addresses to 288
video movies for a better understanding of the technological process. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you
to apply for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
• Latest Board Examination Paper-2022 (Held on April-2022) with Board Model Answer • Strictly as per the latest syllabus, blueprint & design of the question paper. • Board-specified
typologies of questions for exam success • Perfect answers with Board Scheme of Valuation • Hand written Toppers Answers for exam-oriented preparation • NCERT Textbook Questions
fully solved (Only For Science, Social and Maths) • KTBS Textbook Questions fully solved
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always important to be prepared to respond effectively to the questions that
employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so common, hiring
managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook contains 273 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS 230 links to video
movies. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
"Freeman Dyson has designed nuclear reactors and bomb-powered spacecraft; he has studied the origins of life and the possibilities for the long-term future; he showed quantum mechanics
to be consistent with electrodynamics and started cosmological eschatology; he has won international recognition for his work in science and for his work in reconciling science to religion; he
has advised generals and congressional committees. An STS (Science, Technology, Society) curriculum or discussion group that engages topics such as nuclear policies, genetic
technologies, environmental sustainability, the role of religion in a scientific society, and a hard look towards the future, would count itself privileged to include Professor Dyson as a class
participant and mentor. In this book, STS topics are not discussed as objectified abstractions, but through personal stories. The reader is invited to observe Dyson's influence on a generation
of young people as they wrestle with issues of science, technology, society, life in general and our place in the universe. The book is filled with personal anecdotes, student questions and
responses, honest doubts and passions"-Ethics and Integrity in Health and Life Sciences Research
Research Handbook on Intellectual Property and the Life Sciences
Interdisciplinary Approaches to Theoretical, Empirical and Practical Considerations
Science and American Foreign Relations since World War II
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100 technical questions and answers for job interview Offshore Drilling Rigs
200 technical questions and answers for job interview Offshore Oil & Gas Rigs

The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always important to be prepared to respond effectively to the questions that employers
typically ask at a job interview Petrogav International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so common, hiring managers will
expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook contains 200 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS web addresses to 230 video movies for a
better understanding of the technological process. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for any position
in the Oil and Gas Industry.
This book examines the often tough questions raised by infectious diseases through essays that explore a host of legal and ethical issues. The authors also offer potential solutions in order to ensure
that past errors are not repeated in response to future outbreaks. The essays touch on a number of key themes, including institutional competence, the accountability and responsibility of non-state
actors, the importance of pharmaceuticals, and the move towards a rights-based approach in global health. Readers gain insights into such important questions as follows: How can we help victims in
other countries? What (if any) responsibility should be placed upon international organizations whose actions exacerbate infectious diseases? How can we ensure that pharmaceutical research helps
all communities, even those who cannot afford to pay for the products? While broadly covering global health law, the book adopts an inter-disciplinary approach that draws on public international
law, philosophy, international relations, human rights law, and healthcare economics. As such, it is a valuable resource for academic libraries, appealing to scholars and postgraduates engaged in
relevant research, as well as to those engaged with global health and policy at the international level.
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always important to be prepared to respond effectively to the questions that employers
typically ask at a job interview Petrogav International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so common, hiring managers will
expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook contains 273 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS web addresses to 218 video movies for a
better understanding of the technological process. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for any position
in the Oil and Gas Industry.
This important volume covers ethics and integrity in health and life sciences research. It addresses concerns in gene editing, dual use and misuse of biotechnologies, big data and nutritional science
in health and medicine, and covers attempts at ensuring ethical practices in such fields are shared internationally.
Disease, Space and Biopolitics
Thinking the body as a basis, provocation and burden of life
100 technical questions and answers for job interview Offshore Oil & Gas Rigs
150 technical questions and answers for job interview Offshore Oil & Gas Rigs
Answers to Life's Foundational Questions
The Creative Self
In September 2011, scientists announced new experimental findings that would not only threaten the conduct and publication of influenza research, but would
have significant policy and intelligence implications. The findings presented a modified variant of the H5N1 avian influenza virus (hereafter referred to as the
H5N1 virus) that was transmissible via aerosol between ferrets. These results suggested a worrisome possibility: the existence of a new airborne and highly lethal
H5N1 virus that could cause a deadly global pandemic. In response, a series of international discussions on the nature of dual-use life science arose. These
discussions addressed the complex social, technical, political, security, and ethical issues related to dual-use research. This Research Topic will be devoted to
contributions that explore this matrix of issues from a variety of case study and international perspectives.
Table of Contents: Of Cows and Women: Gendered Human-Animal Relationships in Finnish Agriculture, Taija Kaarlenkaski - Alpha: the Figure in the Cage, Juliet
MacDonald - The Living in Lucretius’ De rerum natura. Animals’ ataraxia and Humans’ Distress, Alma Massaro - “Low down Dirty Rat”: Popular and Moral
Responses to Possums and Rats in Melbourne, Siobhan O’Sullivan, Barbara Creed, Jenny Gray - Animal Perceptions in Animal Transport Regulations in the EU
and in Finland, Outi Ratamäki - Boundary Transgressions: the Human-Animal Chimera in Science Fiction, Evelyn Tsitas - Animal Music, Jessica Ullrich - The
Inspiring Journey of SIUA through Animal Lives, Eleonora Adorni - Animal Theology, Gianfranco Nicora, Alma Massaro - A Bestiary in Five Fingers, Seán McCorry
- A Pig Doesn't Make the Revolution, Valentina Sonzogni
Controlled natural languages (CNLs) are based on natural language and apply restrictions on vocabulary, grammar, and/or semantics. They fall broadly into 3
groups. Some are designed to improve communication for non-native speakers of the respective natural language; in others, the restrictions are to facilitate the
use of computers to analyze texts, for example, to improve computer-aided translation; and a third group of CNLs are designed to enable reliable automated
reasoning and formal knowledge representation from seemingly natural texts. This book presents the 11 papers, selected from 14 submitted, and delivered at the
sixth in the series of workshops on Controlled Natural Language, (CNL 2018), held in Maynooth, Ireland, in August 2018. The papers cover a full spectrum of
controlled natural languages, ranging from human oriented to machine-processable controlled languages and from more theoretical results to interfaces,
reasoning engines, and the real-life application of CNLs. The book will be of interest to all those working with controlled natural language, whatever their
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approach.
From page to page the attentive reader will not escape a stir of one‟s inner essence regarding the fundamental issues of life. He opens the lid to life‟s essentials,
inviting thorough considerations to the origin of the universe, the potential vested in each human life and the bubble of the evolution theory and so-called
science. This discourse is for those searching for answers and inspiration. It will call the frivolous soul to attention and demand duty from its bearers. It‟s a
wakeup call to the slothful and a harsh reminder to the proud. But it‟s more than that; this book identifies with all who are poised to accomplish their dreams. It
unleashes a strong sense of purpose that would resurrect lost aspirations and ignite flames of achievement and eternal outcomes. The issues raised demand your
thorough attention if you will profit from the wisdom shared. They are instructive to the thinking mind. This book is a treasure field. But it must be mined. So
while you read, heed the urge to purposefully pause, reflect, and precipitate the cogitations of your mind. It will do you eternal good.
Bioart Kitchen
Oswaal Karnataka SSLC Question Bank Class 10 Social Science Book Chapterwise & Topicwise (For 2023 Exam)
Matter as a CoDesigner of Living Structures
How New York’s Capital Region Became a Nanotechnology Powerhouse
Towards a Political Economy

This book develops a general theory of autonomous teaching by examining a mysterious educational idea: the teachable moment. By formulating an understanding of the teachable
moment as predicated upon educational energy, this book takes up John Dewey s view of teaching to articulate a law-like, scientifically oriented pedagogical theory. By offering a
testable hypothesis about effective teaching through an innovative reading of Dewey s law, this book also provides insights into changes in school practice and schooling policy
consonant with an understanding of teaching as a science.
This book sets out the conditions under which the need for a new approach to the production of architecture in the twenty-first century is established, where our homes and cities are
facing increasing pressures from environmental challenges that are compromising our lives and well being. Vibrant architecture embodies a new kind of architectural design practice that
explores how lively materials, or 'vibrant matter', may be incorporated into our buildings to confer on them some of the properties of living things, such as movement, growth, sensitivity
and self-repair. The theoretical and practical implications of how this may occur are explored through the application of a new group of materials. Characteristically, these substances
possess some of the properties of living systems but may not have the full status of being truly alive. They include forms of chemical artificial life such as 'dynamic droplets' or synthetically
produced soils. As complex systems, they are able to communicate directly with the natural world using a shared language of chemistry and so, negotiate their continued survival in a
restless world. Vibrant architecture may create new opportunities for architectural design practice that venture beyond top-down form-finding programs, by enabling architects to codesign in partnership with human and nonhuman collectives, which result from the production of post natural landscapes. Ultimately, vibrant architecture may operate as an ecological
platform for human development that augments the liveliness of our planet, rather than diminishes it.
What do new technologies taste like? A growing number of contemporary artists are working with food, live materials and scientific processes, in order to explore and challenge the ways
in which manipulation of biological materials informs our cooking and eating. 'Bioart', or biological art, uses biotech methods to manipulate living systems, from tissues to ecologies. While
most critiques of bioart emphasise the influences of new media, digital media, and genetics, this book takes a bold, alternative approach. Bioart Kitchen explores a wide spectrum of
seemingly unconnected subjects, which, when brought together, offer a more inclusive, expansive history of bioart, namely: home economics; the feminist art of the 1970s; tissue culture
methodologies; domestic computing; and contemporary artistic engagements with biotechnology.
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always important to be prepared to respond effectively to the questions that
employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so common,
hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook contains 150 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS web
addresses to 230 video movies for a better understanding of the technological process. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control
that will enable you to apply for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
Relations 2.2 - November 2014
Dual-use life science research and biosecurity in the 21st Century: Social, Technical, Policy, and Ethical Challenges
Questions and answers for job interview Offshore Oil & Gas Platforms
PISA 2012 Results: Creative Problem Solving (Volume V) Students' Skills in Tackling Real-Life Problems
The Theatrical Professoriate
Regional Renaissance

Stable, predictive biomarkers and interpretable disease signatures are seen as a significant step towards personalized medicine. In this perspective, integration of multi-omic data
coming from genomics, transcriptomics, glycomics, proteomics, metabolomics is a powerful strategy to reconstruct and analyse complex multi-dimensional interactions, enabling
deeper mechanistic and medical insight. At the same time, there is a rising concern that much of such different omic data –although often publicly and freely available- lie in
databases and repositories underutilised or not used at all. Issues coming from lack of standardisation and shared biological identities are also well-known. From these
considerations, a novel, pressing request arises from the life sciences to design methodologies and approaches that allow for these data to be interpreted as a whole, i.e. as
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intertwined molecular signatures containing genes, proteins, mRNAs and miRNAs, able to capture inter-layers connections and complexity. Papers discuss data integration
approaches and methods of several types and extents, their application in understanding the pathogenesis of specific diseases or in identifying candidate biomarkers to exploit
the full benefit of multi-omic datasets and their intrinsic information content. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to: • Methods for the integration of layered data,
including, but not limited to, genomics, transcriptomics, glycomics, proteomics, metabolomics; • Application of multi-omic data integration approaches for diagnostic biomarker
discovery in any field of the life sciences; • Innovative approaches for the analysis and the visualization of multi-omic datasets; • Methods and applications for systematic
measurements from single/undivided samples (comprising genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic, metabolomic measurements, among others); • Multi-scale approaches for
integrated dynamic modelling and simulation; • Implementation of applications, computational resources and repositories devoted to data integration including, but not limited to,
data warehousing, database federation, semantic integration, service-oriented and/or wiki integration; • Issues related to the definition and implementation of standards, shared
identities and semantics, with particular focus on the integration problem. Research papers, reviews and short communications on all topics related to the above issues were
welcomed.
The Creative Self engages with the work of the psychoanalyst D.W. Winnicott to develop alternative ways of thinking about key issues at the heart of pedagogy; specifically
pedagogic relationships, creativity, defiance and compliance. These issues underpin the desires and defences of professionals located in educational institutions, such as the
desire to know what is best, to know how to reach all learners, normalised expectations of behaviours and outcomes, and sometimes challenging engagements with students and
the curriculum. Each chapter provides both a theoretical focus and illustrative demonstrations of the ways in which Winnicott’s theories may be relocated and used productively
as tools for professional and academic reflexivity. By building extensively on Winnicott’s understanding of the ways in which relationships facilitate (or hinder) the development of
the self, this book extends his clinical focus on parental and analytical relationships to think about the ways in which the pedagogic relationship can provide an environment in
which people may (or may fail to) develop as learners. This approach provides powerful ways of thinking about pedagogy and pedagogic relationships that stand apart from the
cognitive and rationalist tradition. This focus can be used constructively to support people working in educational settings to re-establish a sense of personal and professional
autonomy in an environment recently typified by compliance. The Creative Self is an engaging and innovative read appealing to postgraduate students, teachers, researchers
and academics with a desire for a new analytic lens through which to explore the educational experiences of both learners and teachers in schools, colleges and universities.
Intellectual property (IP) is a key component of the life sciences, one of the most dynamic and innovative fields of technology today. At the same time, the relationship between IP
and the life sciences raises new public policy dilemmas. The Research Handbook on Intellectual Property and the Life Sciences comprises contributions by leading experts from
academia and industry to provide in-depth analyses of key topics including pharmaceuticals, diagnostics and genes, plant innovations, stem cells, the role of competition law and
access to medicines. The Research Handbook focuses on the relationship between IP and the life sciences in Europe and the United States, complemented by country-specific
case studies on Australia, Brazil, China, India, Japan, Kenya, South Africa and Thailand to provide a truly international perspective.
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always important to be prepared to respond effectively to the questions
that employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so
common, hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook contains 150 questions and answers for job interview and as a
BONUS web addresses to 220 video movies for a better understanding of the technological process. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and
Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
150 technical questions and answers for job interview Offshore Drilling Rigs
Horizons of the Mind. A Tribute to Prakash Panangaden
National Security, Public Health: Exceptions to Human Rights?
Studies in intercultural and historical contexts
Perceptions of Pregnancy from the Seventeenth to the Twentieth Century
Twenty Years of Correspondence Between Freeman Dyson and Undergraduate Students on Science, Technology, Society and Life

Chronicles the critical role the sciences have played in American foreign relations since World War II.
This custom book was compiled by the School of Nursing and Midwifery at Monash University for undergraduate nursing students undertaking NUR1110, NUR1111
and NUR1113. It includes handpicked content from the following bestselling nursing titles: Communication: Core Interpersonal Skills for Health Professionals, 3rd
Edition Psychology for Health Professionals, 2nd Edition Patient and Person: Interpersonal Skills in Nursing, 5th Edition The Clinical Placement: An essential guide
for nursing students, 3rd Edition Potter and Perry's Fundamentals of Nursing - ANZ, 5th Edition Contexts of Nursing: An Introduction, 4th Edition Introduction to
Public Health, 3rd Edition Essentials of Law for Health Professionals, 4th Edition
Sports betting has become a truly global phenomenon, facilitated by new communication technologies. As a result, the development of deviances, from match-fixing to
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money laundering, has accelerated. This new reality has numerous implications, for both the regulation of this billion-dollar industry and the very integrity of sport,
sport financing and betting operations. Written by an international team of academic researchers and industry professionals, International Sports Betting explores
the central concepts of integrity and deviance, governance and policy, as well as perennial issues linked to the gambling sector, such as regulatory responsibilities
and the fight against gambling addiction. Unlike other treatments of the gambling industry, the book offers a multi-disciplinary sociological and managerial critique
that goes beyond a traditional focus on law and regulation. This is fascinating reading for any student, researcher or practitioner working in the areas of sport
business, international business, international regulation, policy studies or gambling studies.
This fifth volume of PISA 2012 results presents an assessment of student performance in problem solving, which measures students’ capacity to respond to nonroutine situations in order to achieve their potential as constructive and reflective citizens.
Art, Feminism and Technoscience
Professional Nursing and Midwifery Practice [Custom Edition for Monash University]
Controlled Natural Language
The metabolic pathways and environmental controls of hydrocarbon biodegradation in marine ecosystems
International Sports Betting
Dear Professor Dyson
Relations 2.2 - November 2014Minding Animals: Part IILED Edizioni Universitarie
From 2013 to 2015, over 11,000 people across West Africa lost their lives to the deadliest outbreak of the Ebola virus in history. Crucially, this epidemic marked the first time the virus was able to spread beyond
rural areas to major cities, overturning conventional assumptions about its epidemiology. With backgrounds ranging from development to disease control, the contributors to this volume - some of them based in
countries affected by the Ebola epidemic - consider the underlying factors that shaped this unprecedented outbreak. While championing the heroic efforts of local communities and aid workers in halting the spread
of the disease, the contributors also reveal deep structural problems in both the countries and humanitarian agencies involved, which hampered the efforts to contain the epidemic. Alarmingly, they show that little
has been learned from these events, with health provision remaining underfunded and poorly equipped to deal with future outbreaks. Such issues, they argue, reflect the wider challenges we face in tackling epidemic
disease in an increasingly interconnected world.
This book argues that today’s professoriate has become increasingly theatrical, largely as a result of neoliberal policies in higher education, but also in response to an anti-intellectual scrutiny that has become
pervasive throughout the Western world. The Theatrical Professoriate: Contemporary Higher Education and Its Academic Dramas examines how the Western professoriate increasingly finds itself enacting
command performances that utilize scripting, characterization, surrogation, and spectacle—the hallmarks of theatricality—toward neoliberal ends. Roxworthy explores how the theatrical nature of today’s
professoriate and the resultant glut of performances about academia on stage and screen have contributed to a highly ambivalent public fascination with academia. She further documents the "theatrical turn"
witnessed in American higher education, as academic institutions use performance to intervene in the diversity issues and disciplinary disparities fueled by neoliberalism. By analyzing academic dramas and their
audience reception alongside theoretical approaches, the author reveals how contemporary academia drives the professoriate to perform in what seem like increasingly artificial ways. Ideal for practitioners and
students of education, ethnic, and science studies, The Theatrical Professoriate deftly intervenes in Performance Studies’ still-unsettled debates over the differential impact of live versus mediated performances.
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always important to be prepared to respond effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a
job interview Petrogav International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so common, hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them
smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook contains 100 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS web addresses to 230 video movies for a better understanding of the technological process. This
course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
Vibrant Architecture
273 technical questions and answers for job interview Offshore Oil & Gas Platforms
Integrating Sustainability Thinking in Science and Engineering Curricula
Essays Dedicated to Prakash Panangaden on the Occasion of His 60th Birthday
Technical questions and answers for job interview Offshore Oil & Gas Rigs
150 technical questions and answers for job interview Offshore Oil & Gas Platforms

Pandemics, epidemics and food borne diseases are a major global challenge. Focusing on the food and farming sector, and mobilising social theory as well as empirical enquiry, Pathological
Lives investigates current approaches to biosecurity and ask how pathological lives can be successfully ‘regulated’ without making life more dangerous as a result. Uses empirical and social
theoretical resources developed in the course of a 40-month research project entitled ‘Biosecurity borderlands’ Focuses on the food and farming sector, where the generation and subsequent
transmission of disease has the ability to reach pandemic proportions Demonstrates the importance of a geographical and spatial analysis, drawing together social, material and biological
approaches, as well as national and international examples The book makes three main conceptual contributions, reconceptualising disease as situated matters, the spatial or topological
analysis of situations and a reformulation of biopolitics Uniquely brings together conceptual development with empirically and politically informed work on infectious and zoonotic disease, to
produce a timely and important contribution to both social science and to policy debate
This multi-disciplinary collection brings together work by scholars from Britain, America and Canada on the popular, personal and institutional histories of pregnancy. It follows the process of
reproduction from conception and contraception, to birth and parenthood. The contributors explore several key themes: narratives of pregnancy and birth, the patient-consumer, and literary
representations of childbearing. This book explores how these issues have been constructed, represented and experienced in a range of geographical locations from the seventeenth to the
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twentieth century. Crossing the boundary between the pre-modern and modern worlds, the chapters reveal the continuities, similarities and differences in understanding a process that is often,
in the popular mind-set, considered to be fundamental and unchanging.
Including considerations of sustainability in universities’ activities has long since become mainstream. However, there is still much to be done with regard to the full integration of sustainability
thinking into science and engineering curricula. Among the problems that hinder progress in this field, the lack of sound information on how to actually implement it is prominent. Created in
order to address this need, this book presents a wealth of information on innovative approaches, methods and tools that may be helpful in translating sustainability principles into practice.
This book offers you a brief, but very involved look into the operations in the drilling of an oil & gas wells that will help you to be prepared for job interview at oil & gas companies. From start to
finish, you'll see a general prognosis of the drilling process. If you are new to the oil & gas industry, you'll enjoy having a leg up with the knowledge of these processes. If you are a seasoned
oil & gas person, you'll enjoy reading what you may or may not know in these pages. This course provides a non-technical overview of the phases, operations and terminology used on
offshore drilling platforms. It is intended also for non-drillling personnel who work in the offshore drilling, exploration and production industry. This includes marine and logistics personnel,
accounting, administrative and support staff, environmental professionals, etc. No prior experience or knowledge of drilling operations is required. This course will provide participants a better
understanding of the issues faced in all aspects of drilling operations, with a particular focus on the unique aspects of offshore operations.
Psychoanalysis, Teaching and Learning in the Classroom
Contemporary Higher Education and Its Academic Dramas
Innovative Approaches, Methods and Tools
Students' Skills in Tackling Real-Life Problems
Pathological Lives
Multi-omic Data Integration
This book examines ways in which formerly prosperous regions can renew their economy during and after a period of industrial and economic recession. Using New York’s Capital Region (i.e., Albany, Troy, Schenectady, etc.)
as a case study, the authors show how entrepreneurship, innovation, investment in education, research and political collaboration are critical to achieving regional success. In this way, the book provides other regions and nations
with a real-life model for successful economic development. In the past half century, the United States and other nations have seen an economic decline of formerly prosperous regions as a result of new technology and
globalization. One of the hardest-hit United States regions is Upstate New York or “the Capital Region”; it experienced a demoralizing hemorrhage of manufacturing companies, jobs and people to other regions and countries.
To combat this, the region, with the help of state leaders, mounted a decades-long effort to renew and restore the region’s economy with a particular focus on nanotechnology. As a result, New York’s Capital Region
successfully added thousands of well-paying, skill-intensive manufacturing jobs. New York’s success story serves as a model for economic development for policy makers that includes major public investments in educational
institutions and research infrastructure; partnerships between academia, industry and government; and creation of frameworks for intra-regional collaboration by business, government, and academic actors. Featuring
recommendations for best practices in regional development policy, this book is appropriate for scholars, students, researchers and policy makers in regional development, innovation, R&D policy, economic development and
economic growth.
The book deals with the complicated relationships between national security and human rights, and between public health and human rights. Its premise is the fact that national security and public health are both included in
human rights instruments as ‘exceptions’ to the human rights therein sanctioned, yet they can arguably be considered as human rights themselves and be equally valuable. The book therefore asks to what extent the protection
of the individual could – or should – be overridden to enable the protection of the national security or public health of the general public. Both practice and case law have shown that human rights risk being set aside when they
clash with the protection of national security or public health. Through theoretical analysis and practical examples, the book addresses the conflicts that arise when the concepts of national security and public health are used –
and abused – and other rights, including freedom of speech, procedural freedoms, individual health, are violated as a consequence. It provides many interesting findings on the values that states are ready to protect – and forego
– to ensure their safety, which can contribute to the ongoing debate on the protection of human rights. This book was originally published as a special issue of The International Journal of Human Rights.
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always important to be prepared to respond effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview
Petrogav International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so common, hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without
hesitation. This eBook contains 100 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS 230 links to video movies. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that
will enable you to apply for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
This anthology offers a unique collection of contributions focusing on the discussion about the so-called dual-process theories within the field of moral psychology. In general, dual-process theories state that in cognitive systems,
two sorts of processes can be differentiated: an affective, associative process and an analytical, rule-based process. This distinction recently entered the debate on the relationship between intuitive and rational approaches to
explaining the phenomenon of moral judgment. The increasing interest in these theories raises questions concerning their general impact on social contexts. The anthology aims at presenting stepping-stones of an analysis of the
merits and drawbacks of this development. For that purpose, the authors discuss general questions concerning the relationship between ethics and empirical sciences, methodological questions, reassessments of established
terminology and societal implications of dual-process theories in moral psychology.
Understanding West Africas Ebola Epidemic
I woke up and i was here on Earth.
Legal and Ethical Challenges
Technical questions and answers for job interview Offshore Drilling Platforms
Dual-Process Theories in Moral Psychology
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